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Who This Guide Is For
Kitchen renovations range from simple cosmetic
updates to complete gut renovations. Before you
dive into this guide, you probably want to know if
this information will be relevant to you. We have
tailored this guide for people who want to tackle
a major kitchen remodel rather than just a
cosmetic kitchen face-lift.
If your goal is just to install new countertops and
appliances or reface your kitchen cabinets, the
process is simpler and has fewer potential pitfalls
(although quality is still important). Rather, we
designed this kitchen planner to guide you
through a major remodel, meaning replacing and
redesigning everything down to the studs and
potentially moving or removing walls, or even
relocating your kitchen altogether. Pulling off a
kitchen remodel at this level takes coordination,
planning and the right professional contractors.

As a homeowner, the choices you make can
potentially mean the difference between a
relatively smooth path to your dream kitchen or a
total nightmare that costs your time, money and
maybe more..

This kitchen remodeling planner is organized as
the ultimate step-by-step guide through the
entire remodeling process, from finding the right
team to designing and building your remodel.
Good advice in making design choices that fit
your lifestyle and personality, getting through the
construction period without losing your mind. A

And when finished, get to enjoy your beautifully
remodeled space.
So let's get started.
Just follow these steps one by one, and be sure
to check the website for additional resources to
dive deeper into the topics covered.
Best of luck with your kitchen remodel. You can
do this!

We simplify your contractor search
We know that undertaking a home remodel
project can be challenging and stressful. In a
recent survey, over 50% of homeowners
reported having a negative experience with their
contractor or remodel. It’s no surprise people
considering a remodel are often anxious and
confused.
At GreatBuildz, we believe everyone deserves to
find a great contractor, have a stress-free
renovation, and enjoy their beautiful new space.
GreatBuildz is a free service that matches
homeowners with reliable, pre-screened general
contractors. We connect clients with only
reputable contractors who passed our rigorous
screening process and signed our Code of
Conduct .

Estimate Your Kitchen
Remodel Costs
We frequently talk to people like you who are
considering a kitchen remodel. One of the
questions that comes up most often during initial
conversations is, “How much will this remodel
cost?” It’s a great question!

How to get an accurate price estimate for
your kitchen remodel
Most people have shopped for a car or a house
before, but not everyone has experience
purchasing high ticket remodeling services. When
buying a home or car, these things are already
built, can be seen and there are ways of
estimating the value or market value. A remodel
is not like that. You can have three bids for the
same project and get a wide range of prices.

A full-service remodel can be shockingly
expensive. Integrating old and new is a difficult
task that requires more skill than building a new
home. You can't always trust what you hear,
either.
The ballpark estimates you hear from contractors,
from architects, from friends who have recently
remodeled, and even from reality shows on
HGTV, can vary wildly or not be what your local
market has to offer.
Many factors are in a kitchen remodel. A number
of variables affect the price of your project. It can
be difficult to get a sound price on how much
your kitchen remodel will cost. Getting an
accurate estimate is possible. You do not have to
start your remodel blinds to what the final cost
will be.

Honing in on a final price.
Getting a ballpark estimate for your kitchen
remodel from contractors or design/build firms is
just the first step. Because your project is unique,
you'll need to start discussions with a contracting
company or architect to begin arriving at an
estimate that is specific to your home.
Remodeling companies handle pricing estimates
in many different ways, but most follow a series
of steps to gradually arrive at a final number.

Rough estimate or fixed bid
We'll cover this more in the next section, but
some remodelers just offer an initial estimate,
and you end up finding out the actual cost when
the project is complete. Others offer fixed
pricing, so you know exactly how much your
remodel will cost before construction begins.
.

Going from estimate to fixed price
1. Rough estimate: With basic information,
contractors are usually able to give ballpark
price ranges over the phone. They base these
on experience with recently completed
projects.
2. Home visit: The contractor visits your home,
looks at your space, and can offer a more
accurate price range.
3. Design: If you choose to work with them,
their design team will ask lots of questions
and share several design options, each with
its own estimated cost.
4. Fixed price: After you choose a layout and
materials, you will get a fixed-price contract
for your entire project, including all the labor,
materials, and permits.

Can unexpected costs come up during
construction?
If you have chosen to work with a remodeling
company that offers fixed pricing, the price you
pay will be exactly what is in the contract you
signed before construction began. However, if
something about your project changes during
construction, that could trigger a change order,
which could potentially change the price.

Finance Your New Kitchen
Owners finance home remodeling projects in
many different ways, from using savings to
borrowing from a 401k to bank loans. Here are
some of the most common avenues to pay for
your dream kitchen remodel.

Use the equity in your home
As home prices have continued to soar, many
homeowners have found themselves in the
position of sitting on a bit of equity in their home.
Others have simply been paying down their
mortgage and are in a similar situation. If this is,
you have several options to finance your kitchen
remodel.

Cash-out Refinance
A cash-out refi makes sense if you have a lot of
equity in your home and if your new interest rate
is almost the same or lower as your existing rate.
While you will incur closing costs, you may
actually save on interest payments in the long
term if you can lock in a lower rate. You can
expect to borrow about 80% of your home's
appraised value, minus anything you still owe.

Equity Line of Credit
A HELOC can be a great option if your mortgage
interest rate is already low, and you want the
flexibility to borrow only what you need. With a
HELOC, you keep your original mortgage and
take out a new loan with your home as collateral.
You are borrowing against the equity you have
built up in your home. Typically, a HELOC carries
a variable rate. During the draw period you are
required to make only interest payments. After
that, during the repayment period, you must
make payments against the principal as well.

Home Equity Loan
A home equity loan, or second mortgage, is
similar to a HELOC in that it is secured against
your home, but instead of a line of credit that you
can draw from over time, you will receive a lumpsum amount at closing. The main benefit of a
home equity loan over a cash-out refi is that you
can keep your original mortgage, assuming it has
a low interest rate.

Financing without equity in your
home
Not everyone has enough equity in their home to
cover the full cost of a major kitchen remodel. If
that's your situation, you still have these options
below.

Remodeling construction loan
These are short-term loans (usually a year) that
cover the cost of a major renovation. You will
have to submit your drawings, specifications, and
construction budget to the bank, which will
appraise your home based on its future value
after the renovations are complete. Some banks
offer construction-to-permanent loans that
become regular long-term mortgages after
construction ends and do not require a second
closing. If you are pursuing this type of financing,
it's important to work with a lender who has
experience with it.

FHA 203k loan
These are a lot like a renovation loan, but they
are backed by the FHA. These loans require a lot
of paperwork, but they offer low down payments
and relatively low interest rates if you meet the
criteria. They can be useful if you are purchasing
a home that will need major renovations right
away. You will want to find both a lender and a
contractor who have experience with these types
of loans.

FHA Title 1 loans
If you need to make repairs or add on to your
home, you can borrow up to $25,000 through
this FHA-backed loan program. The main benefit
is that you don't have to have that much equity in
your home, but the drawback is that the relatively
low loan amount may not be enough for the
renovation you have planned.

Other financing approaches
Cash
Some homeowners have the financial means to
simply pay cash for their remodel. If that's you,
congratulations! You'll pay no extra fees or
closing costs, and you won't have to fill out any
paperwork or pay any interest.

Borrowing from your 401(k)
With this option, you are "borrowing" money
from yourself and then paying it back over five
years. There is a limit of $50,000, but the
"interest" you pay to yourself is only around 4%.
This is meant to cover the gains you might have
made had you kept the money invested in the
market during that time. It's a good option for
some because the rate is low and paperwork is
minimal.

We’ll help you hire the right team to plan
out your kitchen remodeling project.
Every contractor listed on GreatBuildz has
passed our thorough 10-point vetting process.
We consider the following factors when judging a
contractor:
Management Interview
References
Background Check
Work Experience
Financial Review
Contractor License Board
Online Ratings
Local Expertise
Licenses, Bond, & Insurance
Contractor Code of Conduct

This process enables us to help you connect with
a first-rate kitchen remodeling services
contractor.

Reverse mortgage
If you are over the age of 62, are on a fixed
income, and have significant equity in your home,
this could be a viable option. This type of loan
lets you borrow against that equity, like a
HELOC, but all the interest is rolled into the loan,
so you don't have to make any payments during
your lifetime. The loan is repaid when you die,
and the remaining equity in your home is left for
your heirs.

Personal loan
This is a short-term, unsecured loan issued by
your bank that will probably carry a higher
interest rate than most of the other options. It's
usually used as a bridge loan until you can secure
longer-term, lower-interest funding.

Choose a Remodeler
If you're starting the process of picking a
remodeler, you know you have to do your
homework. But where do you begin? Do you hire
an architect or a design-build firm? What kind of
contract is best? This section walks you through
the steps of asking the right questions, checking
references, and keeping your information
organized. Searching for the right remodeler
takes effort, but by following this guide, you can
be confident in your choice and avoid a
nightmare down the road.

A major kitchen remodeling project requires
everything from demolition to drywall to
electrical to plumbing to flooring, finishes, and
cabinet installation. Permits are needed for most
projects, and somebody needs to be on site to
meet with inspectors. Someone also needs to
coordinate and oversee all the trades contractors
who will be involved with your job. Even the
handiest homeowners will turn to the pros when
handling a major kitchen remodel.

Who do you hire?
Architect + contractor
Some homeowners considering a redesign of
their kitchen start by hiring an architect. In this
case, you would work with the architect to come
up with a plan set, which you could then shop
around to building contractors. In some cases,
your architect may be able to provide very rough
building cost estimates during the design phase,
but it’s not until you get bids from contractors
that you will find out what the actual cost to build
your design will be. In many cases, your architect
will continue to work for you throughout the
construction phase. The architect should keep
tabs on the contractor to make sure that the
project is built to their specifications.

Design build
A different approach, called design-build, has
been gaining popularity. A design-build firm for a
home remodel means hiring a single company to
design and complete the construction of your
project rather than signing multiple contracts
with an architect and a general contractor.
By its nature, the design-build approach is more
collaborative. You trade the potentially
adversarial relationship of an architect checking
the work of the contractor. People choose to hire
a design-build firm for many reasons. Mostly for
efficiency, convenience, speed, and
accountability, as everyone is on the same team.

If working with a renowned architect is a top
priority and if construction budget is a secondary
consideration, then taking the traditional
architect + contractor approach might be the
better fit.
One of the main benefits of hiring an experienced
design-build firm is transparency in pricing.
An architect often designs to vision, and the
homeowner doesn’t find out what it will cost to
build until the design is complete. Often, building
costs come as a shock, and the homeowner can
find that the building plans he or she paid for and
pored over are a design that is too expensive to
build.
Experienced design build firms provide
construction cost estimates throughout the
design process, which leads to a design that is
normally within your budgeting.

Many homeowners aren’t sure where to begin
the process of finding a reputable contractor for
kitchen remodeling in CA. Our free service
matches homeowners with experienced, prescreened contractors in the Los Angeles area.
GreatBuildz helps homeowners plan their kitchen
remodeling project—and there’s no fee involved.
We started this service because we understand
that it can be difficult to find a contractor you can
trust. Keeping costs from getting out of hand is
particularly important.
Don’t worry—we’ll help you hire the right team
to plan out your kitchen remodeling project.

Avoid unlicensed contractors
Because the cost of remodeling can be high, you
might be tempted to hire a handyman or
unlicensed contractor. Hiring a handyman may
carry some risks. If you’re just doing a little
cosmetic face lift, a handyman might be fine.
The work might look like it was done by a
handyman rather than a professional carpenter
and qualified subcontractors. The real risk is
when a handyman acts as a general contractor
but offers to save you money by doing the work
on the sly, without permits. It’s very unlikely (and
certainly not desirable) that you could remodel
without upgrading at least some of the wiring in
your home, for instance. And if a handyman
offers to put in new outlets or open up the walls
without the proper permits, it’s illegal and
potentially dangerous. If you proceed with unpermitted work, you will be opening yourself up
to risks.

Fixed bid versus time and
materials
As a homeowner wishing to remodel your
kitchen, you’ll be presented with two main types
of contracts to choose from: fixed bid and timeand-materials (sometimes called a cost-plus
contract).
A fixed bid is exactly as it sounds, a guaranteed
all-in price for the complete project.
A time-and-materials contract, on the other hand,
the contractor will usually provide an estimate,
but there is no guarantee the final bill will come
out to that amount. The contractor will simply bill
you for all the materials that go into your job, plus
an hourly rate for the labor, and the contractor’s
markup.

It can often be more difficult to find a contractor
willing to give you a fixed bid. If you have your
architect-designed building plans in hand, you can
send them out to several general contractors and
ask them to calculate a fixed bid to complete the
work.
Many general contractors refuse to take part in a
competitive bidding process, especially when
demand is high. Properly checking prices on
materials and getting bids from plumbers,
electricians, and other busy subcontractors can
take dozens of hours, and this is wasted time for
the contractors who do not win the project.

Design Your New Kitchen
Creating the kitchen of your dreams begins with
a close look at how you use your space.
Aesthetics are important, but your new kitchen
must be as functional as it is beautiful.
A major kitchen remodel requires a large
investment. But the results can completely
transform your enjoyment of your home.
Generally, we find that most clients start a
kitchen remodel for one or more of the following
reasons:
Lack of storage space
Not enough counter or prep space
The addition of kids or an empty nest
Worn-out or energy-inefficient appliances
Poor lighting
Worn surfaces that are hard to clean
Poorly designed layout
Unattractive aesthetics

Generally you want to steer from surface-level
upgrades that only improve the looks of the
kitchen. Because kitchens are such a functional
space, it's far better to spend your limited budget
to improve the functionality at the same time.
That's why working with an experienced
designer can have such a big impact on your
enjoyment of your kitchen.

Function
Before you start thinking about paint, tile, or
other materials, think carefully about how you
will use your kitchen. How your kitchen functions
should be your primary concern. Aesthetics are
the icing on the cake, but how your kitchen
functions determines whether it will be enjoyable
to use.

Space
The first step is determining exactly what type of
space you're working with. What can be added?
Changed? Can you add on, move a wall? Or does
your budget and the confines of your existing
layout mean you're going to have to think within
the footprint of your existing kitchen?
Use
After you figure out what space you have to
work with, it's time to move on to how you plan
to use it. Do you love to cook, or do you consider
your kitchen more of a hang-out space? How
connected would you like your kitchen to be with
the rest of the house, with the outdoors? Do you
plan to eat in the kitchen or save that for the
dining room?

Storage
When it comes to kitchen storage, there is no
one-size-fits-all. To truly create a kitchen that is
tailored to your needs, consider how this:
How much refrigerator and freezer space do
you need?
Would you buy in bulk if you had dedicated
pantry storage?
Do you need dedicated storage space for
dishes, flatware, pet food, glassware, etc.?
Lighting
Without enough light, your kitchen won't be
completely functional. In a kitchen, simple
overhead lighting is not usually enough. Think
about adding task lighting. Under-cabinet lights
that illuminate your work surfaces. If the kitchen
is for entertaining, mood lighting. What about
decorative pendants above the island?

Kitchen Layout
When you're laying out your dream kitchen, the
positioning of work spaces is important for the
smooth flow of traffic and ease of use.

The work triangle
The work triangle tells us where to position the
sink, cooktop, and refrigerator. The theory goes
that when these three items are close, the cook
won't have to waste steps, and efficiency
improves.
Many popular kitchen designs adhere to this
concept.

The work triangle still works for many people, but
there are certain outdated assumptions that are
accounted for. For instance, the concept assumes
only one cook will be in the kitchen, whereas
many modern couples like to cook together.

Kitchen work zones
A newer approach to kitchen layout is the
concept of work zones. These can include a food
storage zone, a food prep zone, a cleaning zone,
and storage.
Dividing your kitchen into functional zones can
be a great approach, and they can usually layer it
onto the work triangle concept. You just need to
make sure that your three main kitchen elements
(sink, stove, and refrigerator) don't get placed too
far apart.

If you're just designing your new kitchen, you
may wonder how trendy you should go. After all,
the internet is full of images of trendy kitchens.
Your kitchen is perhaps the most expensive room
in your home to remodel.
Very few homeowners can remodel their kitchen
often. For most of us, a kitchen remodel is going
to have to last many years. If your design
decisions are too tied to today's trends, how long
will it be until your kitchen looks dated?

The kitchen has become the heart
of the home
We've warned against being trendy with your
kitchen design, but there is one overarching trend
that can't be ignored and is here to stay.
The kitchen has become the main gathering place
in the home. No longer is it just a utilitarian space,
used only to fix meals. It's now where family and
friends gather.
This is the reason, the kitchen has become a
place for creativity. If kitchens of the last couple
of decades tended toward the bland, the new
trend is toward designs that are a bit more eyecatching, while maintaining a crisp, clean design.

Here are a few design trends you might
like to incorporate that we believe are
here to stay:
Hidden cabinet handles
Advanced appliances, like steam ovens,
Alternative choices in appliance finishes,
other than just stainless steel
Painted cabinetry, including in dark colors
Under-counter drawer-style appliances
Face-frame cabinetry
Quartz countertops
Open-concept storage

We make it easy to find
great kitchen contractors in
Los Angeles
The GreatBuildz free service
Call and tell us about your project.
We match you with three reliable general
contractors.
Get free estimates and select your favorite.

Kitchen Styles
Traditional
Neutral color palette and timeless finishes
Contemporary: Evolving style that encompasses
the latest trends and creativity.

Transitional
Most popular style, combines traditional
elements with contemporary trends.

Modern
Minimalist, sleek, geometric.
Modern farmhouse: Tastefully pairs clean lines
with traditional and rough-hewn touches.

Craftsman
Lots of solid wood, geometric lines.

Cottage
Emphasis is on casual comfort, a cozy package.

Choose Kitchen Materials
When choosing materials for your kitchen
remodel, consider durability and function. We're
big proponents of choosing durable materials for
a remodel. Nowhere is this more important than
in the kitchen. Your kitchen takes its fair share of
wear and tear. Quality kitchen materials may cost
a bit more, but it's totally worth the extra
expense.

Here are a few materials you should pay closest
attention to:
Countertops
Kitchen cabinets
Kitchen flooring
Plumbing fixtures
Sinks
Tile
Venting

These are the things that separate a kitchen from
any other room and you want them to be durable.
You also want them to be easy to clean. Simple
thinking, if you use a lot of glassware, a luxury
vinyl tile might be a better choice than tile for
flooring. In case you drop the glassware.
If the meals you prepare splatter, like sauces, etc.
Go with a bigger tile backsplash than a small
mosaic style.

Select Kitchen Appliances
Compared to the hard work of planning your
kitchen layout and storage options, choosing your
appliances can seem relatively simple. But there
are a few things you should keep in mind before
heading to the appliance dealer.

If you are going to keep any of your existing
appliances, be sure to let your contractor know
early in the process. The appliances you choose
can have wide-ranging effects on the rest of the
design. Your appliances have a big impact on the
design of your kitchen. From layout to materials
like cabinet sizes that will be ordered.

Ovens and stoves
One major decision you will have to make is if
you prefer an all-in-one range or a standalone
cooktop with a separate oven.

Electric or gas
Professional chefs have long preferred gas
cooktops to electric ones because they heat
faster, put out more BTUs, and stop putting out
heat as soon as they're turned off. There has
been a shift toward induction ranges. These have
Some benefits of gas cooktops without the
drawbacks, like fumes, risk of fire, and the
expense of installing gas service.

Refrigerators
Refrigerators' prices have a wide range based on
features. They can have some models for under
$1,000, but higher-end domestic and specialty
models can be expensive. If you like the look or
features of these top-of-the-line models, be sure
to factor in the cost when budgeting for your
remodel.

Efficiency
The cost of ownership for a refrigerator isn't just
the initial price tag. Various models can have
widely varying energy needs. Choosing an
efficient fridge can save you money in the long
run. Look for the yellow Energy Guide stickers
and compare models by their cost to operate per
year.

Technology
Besides the style of refrigerator (french-door,
sliding freezer drawer, etc.), you can now choose
from a dizzying array of technology add-ons,
everything from built-in smart screens to seltzerwater dispensers. Today's technology can quickly
become outdated, especially if you hope to keep
your refrigerator for many years.

Microwaves
The key thing you should think of when shopping
for a microwave is where you plan to put it.
Remodeling your kitchen provides a great
opportunity to design dedicated spots for small
appliances like microwaves and clear up your
counter space. Consider a microwave drawer,
appliance garage, or built-in nook in your
cabinets.

Make sure you pick a model with sufficient
wattage. Also consider one with a convection
feature. Some even are capable of air frying.

Dishwashers
Most of the dishwashers you will consider will be
the standard size. You can choose between a
single compartment or a double-drawer-style
model.
When shopping for a dishwasher, the major
differences (other than looks) are the noise level,
rack style, specialized cycles, and water/energy
usage. The hidden factor is how well a given
model cleans. It's a good idea to read reviews on
all these factors.

Keeping Your Cool During
Your Kitchen Remodel
There's no question that a construction project in
your home is disruptive. Here's how to make
it stress free and painless.

Having a Planning is the Key
So you've followed the steps above and have
created the perfect kitchen design and have
found a great contractor to build it. You're ready
for remodeling success.
But before you dive in, make sure you have a
good plan. Truly professional remodelers do not
leave the building plan to chance. It takes more
than a promise of a completion date to keep a
project on track. You need a daily or weekly
schedule.

It's important to work with a remodeler who is
not only a great craftsperson but who is a skilled
project manager. Many of the horror stories you
hear—projects taking longer than expected or
going over budget—are not the result of bad
contractors, but one who is not great at managing
large, complex projects.

Permitting and inspections
Except for certain tiny projects, most kitchen
remodeling work requires permits and often
inspections.
Plumbing permits
Electrical permits
Building permits

Does the builder pull the permits?
In most cases, yes, the contractor you hire will be
the one to apply for the required permits. As the
homeowner, you may write a check directly to
the city for the permit fees, or your contractor
will invoice you for them.

If you're doing a DIY kitchen remodel, you still
need permits. You should still work with licensed
plumbers and electricians. The only difference is
that you will be going downtown to deal with the
permits yourself.

Inspections
The cost of your permits, which varies widely by
city, usually includes inspections by city officials.
When your contractor finishes a stage of your
project, they will call for an inspection. The city's
inspector will come out and make sure they
performed all the work to code.

It's a quality-control service that the city
performs to make sure you don't end up
correcting work later on. Hire a reputable
contractor and get permits.

Life While Remodeling
There's no way around that construction
produces noise, dust, and lots of people working
on your home. Living through a remodel can be
tough. The key is to bring the disruption down to
a tolerable level. You are remodeling to improve
your life.
Dust Control
One thing that sets the best contractors apart
from the rest is their ability to keep a clean jobsite. The real pros will leave your home swept up
spotlessly tidy every day. It's also important to
insist on a contractor who takes active steps to
control dust, such as plastic barriers and powered
HEPA filtration systems. Construction dust can
get into everything if your contractor isn't careful.

Daily Schedule
Before construction begins, get on the same page
with your contractor about when work will begin
and end each day. If you have personal
requirements, like needing to have relative quiet
until 8:00 am so you can get the kids ready for
school, communicate that. Understand what time
your contractor will finish work and have the
house cleaned up each evening.
Temporary Kitchen
If your kitchen is going to be out of commission
during your remodel, you will need to plan for
cooking and eating. While it may sound okay to
eat out or order delivery every night, that can get
old and expensive.

Progress meetings
During construction, your contractor will
probably schedule regular meetings to go over
progress. If not, be sure to schedule them
yourself. You'll want to walk through and look at
the completed work before making your progress
payment.

These meetings are also your chance to ask
questions and get updates. Your contractor may
also have questions for you or share reminders
that he or she needs something from you, such as
your next materials selections or the fixture you
plan to purchase on your own.

Warranty period
Most builders provide some sort of warranty for
their work. The industry standard is about 12
months, but terms can vary. During this period,
keep track of minor issues and send them to your
builder to correct before the warranty ends. You
will also want any paperwork warranties you may
need to fill out for appliances and fixtures.

Punch list and last payment
Your last bill until all the work is complete. In
most cases, your contractor will schedule a final
walk-through meeting. Make note of any issues
you spot, scuff marks, cabinet door hardware
missing, etc. Some homeowners mark these
things with masking tape.

Here are a few punch list items to check:
Check for dripping faucets
Test your GFCI outlets by pressing the "test"
button
Check hoses connected to your sink,
dishwasher, and refrigerator.
Check caulk around your sink
Fill any holes or dents in your walls and touch
up with matching paint
Vacuum out dust from your refrigerator's fan
Check the fan and grease trap in your range
hood
Tighten loose door knobs, cabinet pulls, and
other handles
Replace batteries in smoke and carbon
monoxide detectors

If you have been meeting regularly with your
contractor, then hopefully you will have
addressed these things as they came up. But no
matter how meticulous your builder, there are
usually at least one or two items on your "punch
list." When you address these issues, your
remodel will be perfect, and they will send you
your final invoice.

Congratulations, the
remodeling process is
complete. It's time to enjoy
your new kitchen!
.

What Customers Think of GreatBuildz
I had a really great experience working with
Greatbuildz. Stephanie is really an amazing
person. She made my life easier by referring me
to their contractors and by giving me suggestions
on how to go forward with whatever project i am
thinking of doing. She's very detail on the overall
process of what i should do. She really knows her
stuff. Whenever i have questions regarding
building a project, she always knows what to say
and she always responds very quickly. She's very
attentive and you could really feel the positive
vibe when your talking to her. You can tell that
she cares for her client's needs. I would definitely
recommend Greatbuildz to any of my family,
friends or coworkers who's looking for great
contractors. 5 stars quality!

What Customers Think of GreatBuildz
Called with a question and started the
conversation by saying that I was sorry but there
was very little opportunity for business. I
expected to be brushed off asap. Heather was
incredibly patient and provided me with
outstanding information. GreatBuildz will be my
first call for any major home improvement
project.

I gained valuable knowledge in working with
GreatBuildz, Stephanie, and the rest of the team.
Every questioned I had to build an ADU or garage
conversion was answered in detail, follow-up, and
lots of care. Anyone who wants to build, add or
convert and doesn't know where to start or make
sense of contracts, contractors, architects,
designers, and builders can use the valuable
professional services of GrestBuildz for free.
Nothing to lose.

Get Started with GreatBuildz

Call
818-317-3567

